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Exercise Adjustable Waistband Bag for Hiking Cycling Cell
Phone Holder
$15.99 $17.99 SALE

Quantity

1

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

【Adjustable Elastic Running Belt】: Running fanny pack belt fits waist sizes from 25.9" to 38" with soft elastic and adjustable strap, elastic stretch can be

expended too much longer, fits 25.9 inches to 50 inches. Perfect gifts for running and cycling traveling marathon enthusiasts

【Waterproof & Reflective Design】: Fanny pouch packs use waterproof fabric to protect your mobile phone and other valuables from being wet by sweat and

light rain (not fully waterproof). Secondly, the reflective strip on the waist bag protects your safety when night running or walking in the dark. Running belts let

you concentrate on running

【Large Capacity Waist Pack】: Running exercise fanny pack main pouch size is 4.72"x7.87" (WxH). Running waist pack has four different compartments, you

can easily keep your keys, wallet, change, phone and other small essentials about your person without weighing yourself down. It has a convenient earphone

hole, so you can enjoy your favorite playlist when running

【Versatile Use】: Running phone holder waist belt wallet suit for iPhone Max Xr X XS 8 8plus 7 7plus SE 6 6+; Samsung Galaxy Note Series & Samsung

Galaxy Series; SONY, LG, or any other smartphone compatible. Fanny packs for women greatly for all forms of exercise including walking, running, hiking,

riding bikes, working out at the gym, jogging, climbing, travel, and other outdoor sports activities
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